UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMISSION
MINUTES
February 7, 2007


A. Ranney called the meeting to order at 4:04 p.m.


2. Announcements
   a. Associate Vice Chancellor Van Buren – Nothing to announce, just a welcome back for second semester.
   b. Academic Planning Council – P. Young – Only thing to mention was that the Chancellor’s plan was presented to the APC committee.
   c. Assessment Oversight Representative /General Education Director & Assessment Coordinator - S. Drefcinski – Nothing to announce.
   d. Other – The commission agreed that with our large agenda today we would use the General Education meeting scheduled for Wednesday, February 21, 2007 as a Regular Business Meeting to finalize review of proposals. This is being done in order to facilitate submission of information for the next undergraduate catalog.

3. Move to consent
   b. Document 06-98 Proposal for Change in Credits or Prerequisite or Course Drops – General Education Requirements – PHYSICS 1140 – Introductory Physics I
   c. Document 06-99 Proposal for Change in Credits or Prerequisite or Course Drops – General Education Requirements – PHYSICS 1050 – Principles of Physics
   Revised Catalog Description in Shared directory (under February Documents)
   s. Document 06-115 Proposal for clarifications/additions to undergraduate catalog in regards to Mathematics

Motion to approve given by N. Turner. A. Bunte seconded. Approved.
4. New Business

a. Document 06-97 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes for Courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – Applied Music – 3010/3110/4010/4110 (One Reading Only)

b. Document 06-116 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – MUSIC 3350 – History and Literature of Western Music 4 (One Reading Only)

c. Document 06-117 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – MUSIC 3830 – Theory 5 – 20th Century Theory (One Reading Only)

d. Document 06-118 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMPUTER 3870 – Web Protocols, Technologies, and Applications (One Reading Only)

e. Document 06-119 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMPUTER/SOFTWARE 2630 – Object Oriented Programming and Data Structures II (One Reading Only)

f. Document 06-120 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMPUTER 3030 – Artificial Intelligence (One Reading Only)

g. Document 06-121 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMPUTER/SOFTWARE 3430 – Object Oriented Analysis and Design (One Reading Only)

h. Document 06-122 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMPUTER 3630 – Database Design and Implementation (One Reading Only)

i. Document 06-123 Proposal for Change to Existing Course Sequence – COMPUTER SCIENCE – Computer Information Systems Emphasis (enrollment history in S drive)

Motion to waive second reading for 06-123 given by P. Sealy. J. McDonald seconded.

Motion to suspend rules and approve given by M. Zidon. J. McDonald seconded. Approved.

j. Document 06-124 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – Engineering Physics

k. Document 06-125 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – CRIMJUS 4880 - Internship (One Reading Only)

Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-125

l. Document 06-126 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – CRIMJUS 4930 – Criminal Justice Seminar (One Reading Only)

m. Document 06-127 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirement) – EDUCATION - Issues in ELL Education; 4270/6270

No revised paperwork required, but note for prerequisite that permission of Instructor is needed


No revised paperwork required, but note for prerequisite that permission of Instructor is needed

o. Document 06-129 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirement) – EDUCATION – Methods and Assessment of Teaching English Language Learners; 4290/6290

No revised paperwork required, but note for prerequisite that permission of Instructor is needed

p. Document 06-130 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirement) –
Chair had to leave at this point, and Vice Chair took over charge of the meeting

q. Document 06-131 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 1130 – Basic Wood Processes-(One Reading Only)

r. Document 06-132 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 1200– Basic Electricity -(One Reading Only)

r.2 Document 06-133 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirements) – INDUSTDY 1260 – Building Construction Drafting

Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-133

s. Document 06-134 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 1430 – Basic Metal Processes-(One Reading Only)

t. Document 06-135 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 1530 – Power Systems Technology -(One Reading Only)

u. Document 06-136 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 1830 – Composite Materials -(One Reading Only)

v. Document 06-137 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 2230 – Industrial Production Drafting -(One Reading Only)

Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-137 * Requires an appropriate syllabus for new course, and new UUCC document needed for the course drop.

w. Document 06-138 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 2260 – Electricity Circuits -(One Reading Only)

x. Document 06-139 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 2540 – Materials and Techniques of Building Construction -(One Reading Only)

y. Document 06-140 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 2710 – Principles of Industrial Safety -(One Reading Only)

z. Document 06-141 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3140 – General Construction Estimating -(One Reading Only)

aa. Document 06-142 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3220 – Construction Procedures -(One Reading Only)

bb. Document 06-143 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3230 – Integrated Circuit Fundamentals -(One Reading Only)

cc. Document 06-144 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3310 – Metallurgy and Joining Processes - (One Reading Only)

dd. Document 06-145 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do
not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3480 – Cast Metals Technology -(One Reading Only)

e. Document 06-146 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3550 – Fluid Power and Servo Systems -(One Reading Only)

ff. Document 06-147 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3560- Industrial Control Systems -(One Reading Only)

gg. Document 06-148 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3650 – Specialized Drafting Practices -(One Reading Only)

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-148**

hh. Document 06-149 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3750– Production Machining and Manufacturing -(One Reading Only)

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-149  * Requires an appropriate syllabus for new course, and new UUCC document needed for the course drop.**

i. Document 06-150 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3940 – Material and Processes Evaluation -(One Reading Only)

jj. Document 06-151 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 3950 – Industrial Design for Production -(One Reading Only)

kk. Document 06-152 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 4030 – Electrical Power -(One Reading Only)

ll. Document 06-153 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 4470 – CNC Machining Processes -(One Reading Only)

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-153  * Requires an appropriate syllabus for new course, and new UUCC document needed for the course drop.**

mm. Document 06-154 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 4480 – Industrial Robotics -(One Reading Only)

nn. Document 06-155 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirements) – INDUSTDY 4490 – Metalcasting Technology II

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-155**

oo. Document 06-156 Proposal for Change in Credits or Course Drops (Non-General Education Requirements) – INDUSTDY 4560 – Flexible Manufacturing Control Systems

pp. Document 06-157 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 4630 – Building Systems Analysis -(One Reading Only)

qq. Document 06-158 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – INDUSTY 4790 – Developing Safety Programs -(One Reading Only)

rr. Document 06-159 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirements) – INDUSTDY 4870 – Extrusion Technology

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-159**
ss. Document 06-160 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – **INDUSTY 4900** – Time and Motion Study - (One Reading Only)

tt. Document 06-161 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – **INDUSTY 4940** – Quality Control - (One Reading Only)

uu. Document 06-162 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – **INDUSTY 4950** – Production Planning and Control - (One Reading Only)

vv. Document 06-163 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – **INDUSTY 4980** – Industrial Training and Supervision - (One Reading Only)

ww. Document 06-164 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – **INDUSTY 4990** – Industrial Internship - (One Reading Only)

xx. Document 06-165 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – **Industrial Technology Management/Building Construction Management**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-165**

yy. Document 06-166 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – **Industrial Technology Management/Manufacturing Technology Management**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-166**

zz. Document 06-167 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – **Industrial Technology Management/Occupational Safety Management**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-167**

aaa. Document 06-168 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Building Construction Management**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-168**

bbb. Document 06-169 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Computer Integrated Manufacturing Minor**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-169**

ccc. Document 06-170 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Industrial Control Systems Technology Minor**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-170**

ddd. Document 06-171 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Drafting and Production Development Technology**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-171**

eee. Document 06-172 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Metals Processing Technology**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-172**

fff. Document 06-173 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Occupational Safety Minor**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-173**

ggg. Document 06-174 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Plastics Processing Technology**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-174**

hhh. Document 06-175 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Minor – **Production and Manufacturing Management Minor**

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-175**

iii. Document 06-176 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do
not fulfill General Education Requirements – COMMCTN 3800 – Meeting and Event Management -(One Reading Only)

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-176**

jjj. Document 06-177 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – Sales & Marketing Communication

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-177**

kkk. Document 06-178 Proposal for New Course (Non-General Education Requirements) – BSAD 3730 – International Short Study (1-3 credits)

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-178**

lll. Document 06-179 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – Add BSAD 4140 International Management to the international emphasis and eliminate list of exchange opportunities

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-179**

mmm. Document 06-180 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major- Add BSAD 4140 International Management to the international emphasis

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-180**

nnn. Document 06-181 Proposal for Change in Requirements for Existing Major – Change in Accounting Major - Adding a requirement that Accounting Majors complete a minimum of three credits in an accounting-focused Internship course

**Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for 06-181**

ooo. Document 06-182 Proposal for Change in Course Credits or Drops (Non-General Education Requirements) – AGSCI 3210- Identification of Landscape Plants

**Tabled until March 7, 2007 Meeting**


**Tabled until March 7, 2007 Meeting**


**Tabled until March 7, 2007 Meeting**

rrr. Document 06-185 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – BUSADMIN 3450 – Personnel Practices Legislation -(One Reading Only)

sss. Document 06-186 Proposal for Course and Prerequisite Changes – for courses that do not fulfill General Education Requirements – BUSADMIN 3600 – Government Regulation of Business -(One Reading Only)

**Action made on New Business:**

06-123 - Motion to waive second reading for 06-123 given by P. Sealy. J. McDonald seconded.

Motion to suspend rules and approve given by M. Zidon. J. McDonald seconded.

Approved.

06-127, 06-128, 06-129, & 06-130 – No revised paperwork required, but note for prerequisite that permission of Instructor is needed
Second reading needed on 2-21-07 for the following documents:

- 06-125
- 06-165
- 06-172
- 06-180
- 06-133
- 06-166
- 06-173
- 06-181
- 06-137 *
- 06-167
- 06-174
- 06-148
- 06-168
- 06-175
- 06-149 *
- 06-169
- 06-176
- 06-153 *
- 06-170
- 06-177
- 06-155
- 06-171
- 06-178
- 06-159
- 06-172
- 06-179

* Requires an appropriate syllabus for new course, and new UUCC document needed course drop.

Tabled until March 7, 2007 Regular Business Meeting:

- 06-182
- 06-183
- 06-183

All other New Business that wasn’t noted above and was one reading only has also been passed.

5. Motion to adjourn made by P. Young. M. Zidon seconded. Approved.
   Adjournment 5:40 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
April Haas